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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TEST
APPROX. DIAMOND 

GRAIN SIZE
BENEFITS TYPE PART NUMBER

Roughing to 
Semi Finishing

100 - 400 µm Fast cutting Type K DE1037, DE15610, 
DE10321

Semi Finishing 40 - 50 µm Long life Type V DE10663, DE15664, 
DE15670

Fining 20 - 30 µm Fast cutting Type J DE1031, DE15630, 
DE10628

Super Fining 15 - 20 µm

Fast cutting Type P DE1030, DE10615, 
DE15620, DE20315

Long life Type M N/A

Extra long life Type N N/A

Pre-polish grind 6 -9 µm
Fast cutting Type O DE1036, DE6310

Long life Type H DE10640, DE10609

Information included herein was obtained from sources which UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS, INC. believes are reliable and accurate as of the date hereof. However, no representations 
or warranties, either expressed or implied, of merchantability, fi tness for a particular purpose or of any other nature are made herein as to the information provided or the product to 
which the information refers. The health and safety precautions contained herein may not be adequate for all individuals and/or situations. It is the user's obligation to evaluate and 
use this product safely and to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and application of a product, some of which are 
uniquely within the user's knowledge and control, it is essential that the user evaluate the product to determine whether it is fi t for a particular purpose and suitable for user's method 
of use or application. UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS, INC. assumes no legal liability for any injury, accident, loss, or damage through the use of this product. diamondpellet/918/TD
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AVAILABILITY

6-20 mm diameter X 3-6 mm thickness

Pellets are typically affi xed to a lap (fl at or curved) with an epoxy setting adhesive (similar to UPI’s 
Technicoll Epoxy)   Set pellets to cover of 20% to 40% of the surface area of the lap.  Rough-in of the 
fi nished lap with silicon carbide or boron carbide slurry with a lap tool is optional to ensure curve or 
fl atness conformance.  Typical processing conditions are peripheral speed 10 to 30 m/s and pressure 
range of 0.5 to 2 kg/cm2.  

Diamond Pellets are primarily used to:
 • Perform rough surface grinding of glass and glass-like materials
 • Condition/break-in polishing pads
 • Shape glass to desired rough curvatures

Diamond Pellets provide quick material removal with precision fi nishing.  Diamond pellets are suited 
for superfi ne glass, sapphire, ceramics and other glass-like materials.  It is recommended that pellets be 
used with one of UPI’s coolants to maximize effi ciency and surface quality.


